


This Assignment entitled YOU ARE HERE features a fairly open brief, and within this 
theme I have decided to create a retrospective zine based booklet covering my favourite 
aspects of each module I have undertaken so far in the illustration BA journey. 

It became apparent while I was creating this fi rst section based on Illustration level 1 
KEY STEPS that the scope of adding in further content from each of the remaining 
modules will require each to have their own zine! Rather than editing this right down to 
pare away everything but the very favourite exercises, I have indeed decided to spread 
this across other individual sections. 

This hopefully proves if anything how much I’ve enjoyed so many aspects of the course 
so far.

ILLUSTRATION 1 : KEY STEPS



ASSIGNMENT 1 : SAY HELLO

The very fi rst assignment, saying hello to the 
tutor! For this, I created a pop-up greetings card 
with a Victorian theme based around a fortune 
telling device which I made up especially for the 
exercise. The Zoltar type on the cover is yours 
truly. This was a lot of fun and quite challenging.



USING REFERENCE

This exercise compared between the infl uences of 1950’s America and the 
UK and explored how each style, design and illustration movements 
infl uenced one another. It proved challenging and involved lots of research.



BLACK AND WHITE
This was one of my very favourite 
exercises from level 1, as i’ve always 
had a fascination with contrasting black 
and white imagery. Here, the idea was 
to create an image using black and 
white card, then create the inverse of 
the same image using the same 
technique. For this, I chose a World War 
2 Dazzle ship pattern used by the allies 
as a form of camoufl age for naval ships. 
I was enjoying the exercise so much, I 
decided to create a noir theme, with a 
set of illustrations which could be linked 
loosely, perhaps as part of a spy story 
with the Dazzle ship at the centre of the 
theme..



GENERATING CONTENT

This generating content exercise supplied an excerpt of text from the 
story The Daff odil Aff air by Michael Innes, the aim was to interpret 
and distil the text into a single descriptive image which captured the 
overall feel and mood. This was a chance to create a selection of 
weathered papers to capture the noir and sombre feel of the era.W



IMAGE DEVELOPMENT

The Image development exercise involved taking a source image 
and cropping it to develop new ideas for illustrations. Here, I took a 
famous Don McCullin photograph of Berliners watching the 
contstruction of the Berlin wall and cropped it to create a sequence 
of posters based around diff ering themes. 



ASSIGNMENT 2 : POINT OF SALE DISPLAY

Assignment 2 saw an exploration of point of sale illustration, with a brief which 
required two variants on a supermarket display theme, fruit and / or vegetables.

I opted for an autumnal display featuring a pumpkin, and this summer idea 
featuring a plate of strawberries. This was created using acrylics through an 
airbrush, with brush work for the details. I had’nt used airbrush in a long time to 
create artwork, so this was a bit of a leap of faith here in this exercise. I was 
pretty pleased with how this turned out in the end, although I would defi nitely 
revisit the type as this lets it down quite badly. 



GIVING INSTRUCTIONS

Giving instructions was a fun exercise 
and it gave me a chance to come up 
with something with which I could try
incorporate a low brow art style, in the
vein of 60’s and 70’s American under-
ground comics.

The suggested idea was to break 
down a task such as making a cup of
tea into a series of instructions, here I
went with breaking down a guitar song
into chords and I thought it might be a
nice idea to tryout incorporating a 
brand at the same time. 

Adding a set of instructions into Ernie 
Ball guitar strings would be a nice 
touch and as the company make all 
sorts of guitar strings in diff erent 
gauges for a variety of playing styles, 
the instructions could be changed out 
for a more appropriate tune for each 
string type. Here, their signature Slinky 
: Skinny top, Heavy bottom strings are 
fused with a punk classic in the shape 
of Blitzkrieg Bop by The Ramones, as 
this only uses four chords and can be 
played Jack-hammer style with very 
little risk of breaking the strings. 



MAKING A MOCK-UP

This Making a Mock-up exercise was great fun, here the idea was to come up 
with a re-imagining of an existing book cover. By the time I arrived at this
particular exercise I had just recently read Cormack McCarthy’s superb book
No country for old men, adapted into a brilliant and tense movie starring Xavier 
Bardem as one of fi lm’s greatest and strangest villains, Anton Chigurh.

The actual book cover wasn’t so inspiring and was made up of solely type, in an
eff ort I assume to give nothing away of the story within. As much of the story 
takes place in Texas and it’s border with Mexico, I found the scenery of the
actual movie inspiring for ideas and colour palette.



ASSIGNMENT 3 : A POSTER

Assignment 3 was all about creating a poster for a music event. I went 
with the theme of Jazz here and chose to centre the image around the 
vocalist to keep things from becoming overly cluttered, after trying out 
ideas involving instruments.



MUSEUM POSTERS
I recall creating a lot of research for this exercise 
which involved taking a trip to local museums for 
reference photographs. I was torn between creating 
a pithy kids themed poster around paleontology, 
something based on Egypt or the Roman culture.
Ultimately I went with the Roman theme, just 
because I know a bit more about the era than 
Egyptian. I did however explore each theme, 
producing thumbnail ideas like this for each 
exploration, just to be certain I wasn’t missing out 
on something better. I created a template using a 
piece of card then went through each idea in 
miniature using pro markers and pens.

I ended up creating two alternative versions of the 
fi nal idea, this one featured a digital background 
painting of a temple scene, the foreground was a 
digital painting of an exising bust of a Roman 
godess (Venus?). 

As this was created using photoshop, it was a 
simple enough task to add a mosaic tile pattern 
over the top of the background image as a fi nal 
eff ect.

The fi nal fi nishing touch to this was adding in the 
classical looking Roman font with serifs.

This alternative version simply adds a magenta 
screen over lay to create more separation between
the background and foregound. 

As purple was reserved in the Roman world for 
the most important of people (it was often only the 
Caesar who would wear Tyrian purple as it was so 
diffi  cult to source from the Murex snails from which 
it was extracted), it seemed the most fi tting colour 
to use here.

I think this version pops more in terms of contrast, 
but I like the other version more.



A CHILDREN’S BOOK COVER
This was a great exercise, cre-
ating a book cover for a 7 - 11 
year old children’s book called 
Animals from Around the World. 
I  worked on quite a few thumb-
nails for this, and made lots of it-
erations which I narrowed down 
to the three rough ideas here. 
These were then worked up into 
three fi nished ideas.

This was a an excuse to break out 
one of my favourite mediums too,
pro markers. These are great for 
making small mock-ups such as 
these, I simply created a card 
template of around A6, then using a 
fi ne liner and a sharpie for the detail, 
went over creating the spot colours 
using markers. The range of colours 
is ideal for this work.

There was an extra challenge to this 
exercise for me as I had rarely illustrated 
animals up to this point, as I’d invested 
most of my time concentrating on practicing 
human anatomy.

This was given the added challenge in that I 
wasn’t just depicting one single animal but a 
whole menagerie of them! 



A CHILDREN’S BOOK COVER





A MENU CARD

Another fun exercise, this time creating a fi ctional menu logo for a chain of imaginary 
european quality fi sh restaurants.

This time, I used a digital approach and went for something with a more 
contemporary look, which incorporated a more graphic look. I wanted this to work in 
a monochrome scheme too, so I ended up taking the original black and white image
and converting this to incorporate shades which would work in a variety of palette 
shades.

Of the the three designs, my favourite one was the bottom one as i felt that this 
might work in a more graphic style, one which could for example be used as a basis 
for more than a menu header and which might work just as well printed on 
merchandise such as beer glasses, tee shirts or on a letterhead. 

In regard to this just being a menu header, I liked the fi rst design as I think it 
embodied the brief better and just had more of a classier look than the other two : 
these might work better in a more family orientated and less formal restaurant chain.



TATTOO DESIGN

 With this imaginary brief, a friend has asked for a Tattoo design based on the word
‘MUM’. This also had to work as a greeting card for Mother’s day too!

After lots of research into various styles of Tattoos, I came up with an idea which 
incorporated visually the bond between mother and child, and also off ered some
pagan symbolism pertaining to both celtic and Roman traditions. The mother and 
child symbolism is that of the ancient Greek goddess of motherhoodand protector of 
children, Leto or the Roman equivalent Latona, also reminiscent of the Virgin Mary 
and infant Jesus.

The symbol which crowns both is the celtic motherhood knot, which embodies the 
neverending and selfl ess love of a mother for her children. The addition of circles 
signifi es how many children are in the family. The Latin text reads A MOTHER’S 
LOVE.



VISUAL DISTORTION



This was an interesting exercise, creating a collage then an illustration from the 
resulting collage as inspiration. Collage isn’t an aspect of art i’ve really explored as 
I’m generally too impatient for cutting up lots of images to create a new image from.

This proved to be rather interesting however although I must admit I was looking 
forward to actually re-creating the result more than anything.



CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT
This was such a fun exercise! I already had a couple of characters on the back 
burner which I chose to re-visit for this exercise. One was called Claude, a child with 
a mischievous streak and a twisted family tree, the other was a character called 
Penelope Sneddlington-Figgis from a poem which I came up with a while ago called 
the double barrelled bad name ball.

Here, I was experimenting with diff ering body shapes and stereotypical silhouettes to 
see what the impact would be on revisiting the overall personality of the character.

A few diff ering poses helped to see what could be done with the shape language.





CHARACTER DEVELOPMENT

This was a useful exercise to see how distorting aspects such as head and face 
shapes could be used to infl uence the overall feel of the character and how it might 
enhance the personality.

The typical Disney / Pixar approach is often a good starting point, using abstraction 
through shapes to create archetypical body types such as triangular for spikey and 
dnagerous characters, rounded for cuddy, cute or trustworthy characters and square 
for strong and reliable types.

Many of the most popular characters can be placed in either a direct category such 
as the aforementioned, or a combination or several other types to land on a fi nal 
result. 



This particular character ends up in the poem transforming into a spider, so i really 
wanted a face which would work in a human form and also with very little change 
also as a spider. The eyes would be the largest draw on the face as they are heavily
framed by a Kohl appearance (or a classic Siouxsie Sioux look).

The face has a sharp nosed profi le and her overall demeanour is one of malice or of 
a latent evil.

There’s a touch of Cruella going on, or Morticia Addams, slinky and waif-like, one 
which might just transform into something spindly with more legs at a push..



ASSIGNMENT 4 : MAGAZINE ILLUSTRATION

The brief in this Assignment was to come up with a magazine illustration which 
was based around the theme of Lost, Disaster, Discovery or Guilty Secret, I 
chose the theme of Lost in addiction for this particular topic. The main themes 
were based around substance addiction : Alcohol, tobacco or prescription 
drugs.,





EDITORIAL ILLUSTRATION

Editorial Illustration is an area i’ve always had a passing interest in, mainly 
because I quite like drawing caricatures. This was the perfect exercise to have 
a go at an editorial feature : I ended up going for the ‘An interview with Melvin 
Bragg’ title. This was a bit of a fi rst for me, as I drew and coloured this entirely in 
photoshop, not something i would usually associate with caricatures personally.



TRAVEL GUIDES

This travel guides exercise was really enjoyable, I used the same method as the 
children’s illustration exercise and created lots of pro marker thumbnails to pick
out the ideas which worked the best. This fi nal one for an Istanbul travel guide 
was rendere with watercolours and fi neliner pen. 



PACKAGING

Producing a series of illustrations for a range of organic biscuits for children was the 
exercise here. Starting out with pro marker visuals, I created a set of three fl avour 
variations with a Japanese themed Chibi vibe. This gave the trio of characters a bit
of a whimisical feel which generally appeals to younger children, but is relevant for all 
ages as it’s a highly recognizable style in the west thanks to popular culture. 



After creating more fi nished versions using photoshop, I thought it would be neat to 
mockup each up in 3D Studio MAX in a collective visualization. 

This was simply a case of creating three identical packaging sized boxes onto which 
each image would fi t neatly, applying the images as textures then adding a few 3D
biscuits. A fake soft box was added around the whole thing and a soft directional light
was used to give a soft diff used light. I opted to veer towards a warm grey for the 
background rather than a stark white which is often used as I felt this might detract 
from the brightness of the products a little.

A slightly refl ective surface gives the impression of a solid surface for the boxes to sit 
upon and lessens the fl oating eff ect and adds a little more realism.

The addition of a nutrional information logo to each box adds more fi nish to each 
pack, making them appear like a fi nal on the shelf product.



WORKING FOR CHILDREN



The idea with this exercise was to create an animal character which would be 
relevant for a given age range of children’s books. Through a process of distilling 
down ideas and concepts, I landed on a theme of Halloween kittens. 

   The image above was a fi nished version which was rendered in acrylics.



ASSIGNMENT 5: SEVEN DAYS
This fi nal assignment was a very open brief : seven days. I was leaning towards a 
graphic story or comic strip with this from the outset as I’ve always loved com-
ics and graphic novels, although I’m not a nerd on the subject by any means, at 
least not in terms of serialized comic strips. I always had more of a fondness for 
fringe and european comics as they deal with more adult themes and the artists 
are much less bound by comic code ethics which means they’re a little more free 
to explore some often taboo subjects. I certainly had no intention of going for 
anything quite as potentially strong here, but I did however indulge my passion for 
horror quite a bit in this assignment!



I started out creating a script which outlined the process of a Vampire victim 
becoming a Vampire themselves over the course of seven days. I then created 
a  visual breakdown of the script, the fl ow and panels and the action in each.



Not every panel works so there’s often lots of iteration to go throughin order 
to pick  out which becomes the best visual narrative and what marries up best 
with the accompanying text to make the fl ow feel right. thumb-nailing like this is 
the best process for me to make sense of things.



As part of the process, I tried out certain poses and sketches to a more fi nished level 
to see how the fi nal style might work and how colour could be leveraged from what I 
intended to be a very contrast heavy visual appearance to heighten the mood.
I wanted a fairly clean anduncluttered look in the fi nal art so I opted to go with clean 
lines and a minimal amount of line shading, a sort of woodcut look but without any 
over-excessive detail.

The use of contre-jour would allow me to add in stark and contrasty colours to 
heighten the drama and menace. Strong silhouettes would play an important part in 
the inking stage, and this is where all those years of watching black and white vintage 
horror movies came in useful.

In the end, I opted to complete this whole assignment digitally in photoshop. Usually 
I would perhaps do the pencil stage digitally and ink the result manually after printing 
but for speed here, I did the entire thing from sketch, pencil, ink and colour on the 
computer. 

There were eight pages in total with the cover, but I cheated and disregarded that as 
it’s technically not part of the narrative and merely serves as an introduction to the 
tale!




















